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The modern CFD process consists of mesh generation, flow solving and post-processing
integrated into an automated workflow. During the last several years we have developed and
published research aimed at producing a meshing and geometry editing system,
implemented in an end-to-end parallel, scalable manner and capable of automatic handling
of large scale, real world applications. The particular focus of this paper is the associated
unstructured mesh RANS flow solver and the porting of it to GPU architectures. After
briefly describing the solver itself, the special issues associated with porting codes using
unstructured data structures are discussed – followed by some application examples.

I.

Introduction

Our research has been guided in recent years by considering the overall efficiency of the CFD process, consisting of
integrated mesh generation, flow solving and post-processing, and the need to link this in an automated workflow to
enhance industrial productivity. For several years we have focused on the mesh generation as described in Dawes et
al [2006-2009] and Janke et al [2008] as this was clearly the limiting factor for geometries of medium to high
complexity. It seems natural now to return to the flow solver itself which is again the bottleneck. Over the last
decade flow solver technology has made only modest advances algorithmically but there has been a revolution in the
hardware available – cheap, general purpose, commodity graphics cards: GPUs.
The GPU was originally developed to specialize in compute-intensive, highly parallel operations typical of graphics
rendering. Recently the development of high level programming languages like CUDA C for nVIDIA cards (see
http://www.nvidia.com/object/cuda_home_new.html) has allowed the GPU to evolve into a very flexible and
powerful general purpose processor. Current GPUs offer 32 & 64 bit floating point precision and the potential of
very substantial Gflop rate improvements over conventional CPU-based systems. The CFD community has been
quick to recognize the potential benefits – see for example Brandvik et al [2003, 2008], Corrigan et al [2010],
Patnaik et al [2010] & Jacobsen et al [2010] and code speed ups of at least an order of magnitude have been
regularly reported. What is clear, however, is that it is much easier to take advantage of the architecture of a GPU
with a structured mesh data type.
The purpose of this paper is to describe recent work porting a conventional unstructured mesh RANS flow solver to
GPU architectures. The organization of this paper is as follows: Section II describes the basic RANS solver; Section
III describes briefly the basic architecture of a GPU and the associated code porting issues; Section IV shows some
practical applications; and Section V concludes and indicates some future work themes.
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II.

The basic unstructured mesh RANS flow solver

Our RANS solver (“NEWT”) was written in the 1990’s and applied extensively to turbomachinery, as described for
example in Dawes [1992, 1993], Longley et al [2000], Angel et al [1998] and Jackson [1996]. Later, extensions
were made to other application areas; see, for example, Kellar et al [1999], Dawes et al [2001], Smith at al [2003].
The solver was very simple and consisted of the Reynolds Averaged Navier Stokes equations discretised using a
second order finite volume approach on an all-tetrahedral mesh with both a simple mixing length and also a low
Reynolds number k- turbulence model. Time marching was via a standard 4-step Runge-Kutta method with explicit
residual averaging; blended second-fourth order artificial smoothing was applied to stabilize the solution.
For the present research the code needed to be brought up to date somewhat – including conversion from Fortran to
C. The most significant change was to extend the data structures to permit the use of hybrid meshes consisting of
hexahedral, prismatic, pyramidal and tetrahedral finite volumes. This was straightforwardly achieved using the facebased data structure shown in Figure 1. Each face is either quadrilateral or triangular and the main computational
work in the solver is forming flux sums by looping over faces and then adding or subtracting the face flux to the two
cells neighboring the face. A separate loop over boundary faces applies appropriate boundary conditions.
The current version of the code uses single step Adams-Bashforth time integration (to minimise parallel
communication cost compared to multi-step Runge-Kutta) but does not yet contain multi-grid convergence
acceleration.

Figure 1: Basic face-based data structures used in the flow solver
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III.

Porting to GPU architectures

The basic architecture of a GPU is sketched in Figure 2. The GPU is a device which acts as a co-processor to the
host CPU, has its own memory, device memory, and can run many threads in parallel. Data-parallel portions of an
application are executed in the device as kernels; a kernel is executed as a grid of thread blocks. Within each thread
block, threads can use fast shared memory and can synchronize their operation; threads in different blocks cannot
communicate. Each thread runs the same program (Single Instruction Multiple Thread) and uses its ID to compute
addresses and make control decisions.

Figure 2: Basic architecture of a GPU (reference: www.nvidia.com)
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The host can read and write to device memory which in turn communicates with each multiprocessor. Device
memory is off-chip, large, and kernel inputs and outputs reside here. Shared Memory is on-chip, as fast as the
Registers, but small and shared amongst the cores. Table 1 shows appropriate data for a typical GPU.
Number of devices
Global memory on each device
Number of multiprocessors
Number of cores per multiprocessor
Total number of cores
Amount of constant memory
Amount of shared memory
Maximum number of threads per block
Warp size
Maximum size of each block
Maximum size of each grid
Clock rate

2
1 GB
30
8
240
64 kb
16 kb
512
32
512x512x64
65535x65535x1
1.24 GHz

Table 1: The basic properties of a typical GPU, the GeForce GTX 295
The CUDA programming language (see http://www.nvidia.com/object/cuda_home_new.html) is based on standard C
with minimal extensions to allow the program to be executed in a number of parallel threads. These extensions
cover:
 computation partitioning
o function declarations: __host__, __global__, __device__
o mapping threads to the device: function<<<n,m>>>(arg1,arg2,…);
 data partitioning
o data declarations: : __host__, __global__, __device__
 data management
o copying to/from host: cudaMemcpy(a_d,a,size,cudaMemcpyDeviceToHost);
 concurrency management
o for example: __synchtreads();
The essence of porting the flow solver to the GPU is to replace the face loops with corresponding threads. There are
several key issues to be faced associated with the unstructured data storage. The most basic requirement is the reordering/re-numbering of the basic face-based looping structure to make memory access more efficient.

Figure 3: The basic gather/scatter operations associated with cell face flux sums
Figure 3 illustrates another issue: the algorithm proceeds first by gathering cell-based data to the face to compute the
face flux; then this flux is scattered back to the flux sums accumulated within neighbouring cells – and hence to
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updated flow variables. The face loop needs to be coloured (like for a vector processor) so that there is no memory
contention when face flux sums are executed (and scattered to neighbour cells) as set of thread blocks.
To illustrate the sort of changes which need to be made Figure 4 shows two corresponding code fragments. The
main difference is that in the GPU implementation all the variables associated with a face are coalesced into
contiguous temporary store, sxtr[] , to improve memory access and the face fluxes are stored as part of the colouring
process and updated via an additional kernel. However, this coalescence is performed on the host CPU and is not yet
as efficiently implemented as it will be in future. Great care also must be taken in selecting appropriate block sizes
and we are not yet exploiting fully the fast device shared memory. As Figure 4 implies, it is common to split
individual C loops into several CUDA kernels to get higher performance.

Figure 4: Code fragments in C (left) and in CUDA C (right).

The next section will show application to realistic test cases and report timings.
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IV.

Practical application

As practical demonstration we show sample simulations and timings for two standard turbine blade test cases.
The first blade selected, named ACE-RD (see Haller [1979]), is typical of an aero-engine HP turbine and is
characterized by very high flow turning and streamline curvature. The blade was tested in cascade and with the basic
parameters shown in the Table.
Inlet flow angle
Exit flow angle
Exit Mach number
Reynolds number

56 deg
-65 deg
0.90
2.e+05

Table: Basic parameters of the ACE/RD blade
An overview of the mesh is shown in Figure 5 and the predicted flow field in Figure 6. The hybrid mesh contained
~117k cells and was generated by the BoXeR™ software (see www.cambridgeflowsolutions.com).

Figure 5: Hybrid mesh used for the ACE-RD cascade
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Case

Loss
coefficient

test

9%

btob3d

11%

NEWT

11%

Figure 6: Overview of the predicted flowfield for the ACE-RD cascade; on the left static pressure, Mach
number and entropy; on the right some TE detail and loss coefficient comparisons.

As shown in the Table the current GPU version of the solver runs around a factor of nine (9.04) faster on the
GeForce GTX 295 GPU compared to the host CPU (a single core of an Intel Core 2 Quad Q8300, 2.5GHz); we
expect that this will increase by at least a factor of two in the near future with better data management.
Original Fortran code
C code on Cpu
C code on Gpu
Speed up Cpu/Gpu

687 seconds
540 seconds
76 seconds
9.04

Table: Computer run times for the ACE-RD case

The second blade selected, named LA (see Hodson et al [1986]), is typical of an aero-engine LP turbine and is also
characterized by very high flow turning and streamline curvature. The blade was tested in cascade with the aim of
measuring the 3D secondary flow structures associated with the turning of the endwall boundary layer through the
blade row.
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The basic parameters are shown in the following Table.
Inlet flow angle
Exit flow angle
Exit Mach number
Reynolds number

38.8 deg
-54 deg
0.70
2.e+05

Table: Basic parameters of the LA blade
The hybrid mesh contained ~550k cells (for a half-span) and was similar in character and quality to that for the
earlier ACE-RD blade and so is not illustrated to save space; again, it was generated by the BoXeR™ software (see
www.cambridgeflowsolutions.com). Some plots of the predicted flowfield are shown in Figure 7. Included is an
experimentally measured blade exit total pressure traverse (from Hodson et al [1986). The strongly threedimensional secondary flow structures are clearly in evidence and are generally well resolved in the predictions.

Figure 7: Overview of the predicted flowfield for the LA cascade; top left mid-span Mach number & static
pressure; top right mid-span entropy; bottom row (from left to right) predicted secondary flow structures,
measured & predicted total pressure traverse at x/c=142%.
As shown in the Table the current GPU version of the solver runs around a factor of ten (10.6) faster on the GeForce
GTX 295 GPU compared to the host CPU. This is a little faster than in the previous case as it is fully 3D so the ratio
of interior faces to boundary faces is rather higher changing the relative work a little.
Original Fortran code
C code on Cpu
C code on Gpu
Speed up Cpu/Gpu

3846 seconds
3055 seconds
364 seconds
10.6

Table: Computer run times for the LA case
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V.

Concluding Remarks

This paper has described the extension of our NEWT RANS flow solver to run on unstructured, hybrid meshes made
up of hexahedra, pyramids, prisms and tetrahedrons. Next, the porting of the code to run on nVIDIA GPU devices
using CUDA C was discussed. Application to two sample turbomachinery test cases showed a very useful speedup,
around a factor of ten – and more is expected in the near future with better data management.
Future work will focus on better data coalescence on the host CPU and better use of fast device shared memory on
the GPU. Using MPI to link multiple GPUs will lead to further speedup but, more importantly, will allow larger
memory and hence larger, more realistic problems to be tackled.
In addition, we are currently adding agglomeration multi-grid to the basic solver – this is expected to accelerate
convergence by a further factor of 3-5 holding out the prospect of fully 3D blade-blade simulations in of order a
minute on a single GPU!
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